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Introduct ion

In August 2010, the Lithuanian caving club �Aenigma� organized an international expedition to the deepest

cave in the world  Krubera-Voronya -2,191 metres. This cave sometimes is called the Bottom of the World
and is the only cave on the Earth deeper than 2 km.

The expedition �2010 in 2010� united 17 cavers from 5 different countries.

The main objectives of the expedition were: 

· to measure the fluctuations of  water  level  in the cave and thus enhance the safety  of  future
expeditions and understand the nature of the cave;
a) to collect data from installed digital water level loggers 

b) to install rain and pressure loggers (new devices)
· to explore new parts of the cave;

· to test new caving equipment;
· to test ecological substance to clean cave from human excrements;
· to take some specimens of cave insects for identification & habitat study;

· to take photographs and video footage of exploration.

The 2010 expedition was a continuation of the previous expeditions in 2008 and 2009.

In 2008 members of  the Lithuanian caving club �AENIGMA� joined the Ukrainian Speleological Association
team�s expedition with the purpose to prepare themselves for the next year�s expedition.

Later, in 2009 the expedition �Towards the Centre of the Earth� followed. It united 20 experienced cavers

from 5 different countries.

So the preparation of the team started in the end of 2008 and continued untill 2010. The group of cave

divers were intensively training to prepare themselves to dive through all sumps (also �Kvitochka� in the
depth of -1980m.) in the cave.

During the expedition the team was adhere to very strict ecological requirements and was striving to do

minimal harm to the cave�s ecosystem:
· cavers used electric lightning systems only, 
· the waste of the expedition was carried out of the cave and taken down the mountain,

· garbage was fractioned in tree groups: organic, plastic and toxic (batteries) and utilized properly,
· environmentally friendly organic products have been used for washing and cleaning on the surface

and no washing or cleaning material - in the cave,
· cavers used special substance  (environmentally friendly enzyms and bacterias)  in toilets to reduce

human excrements.

The region and the cave

The West Caucasus may be called the caver�s paradise. In the region there are 4 caves deeper than 1.5

kilometres.  These caves  are Krubera-Voronya cave (-2191 m),  the cave system of  Ilyuziya-Mezhonogo-
Snezhnaya (-1753 m), the cave Sarma (-1543 m) and the cave of V. Pantyukhin (-1508 m). All these caves
are within the top ten deepest caves in the world.

The cave Krubera-Voronya (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krubera_Cave) (Rus: - ) at������� ����	
�
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this moment is the deepest cave in the world. Its depth is -2191 (±9) metres. It is the only cave in the world

deeper than 2 kilometres. The entrance to the cave is 2256 metres above sea level. The cave is located in
the mountains of West Caucasus, Gagra range (Georgia, Abkhazia), Arabika massif. The cave belongs to the

cave system of Arabika. The coordinates of the cave are 43° 24  35  N, 40° 21  44  E. �  � 

Until 1983 Voronya was known by the name of Sibirskaya. In the beginning of 80's the cave was explored to

the depth of 340 metres and was forgotten for almost three decades. In 1999 intensive explorations were
restarted after the Ukrainian expedition found a new passage on the depth of 230 metres and reached the

depth of 700 metres.  

Fig. 1. The Arabica region and the cave Krubera-Voronya.

Hist ory of  explorat ion

2000 August: Team of Ukrainian cavers explored the cave down to -1200 m.
2000 September: Ukrainian Speleogical Associa-tion (UkrSA) and MTDE teams continued the exploration

down to -1440 m.
2001 January: UkrSA and Cavex teams discovered two new passages that led to -1710m.
2003 August: Cavex and Kiev Club team dived the sump at -1410 m also known as Sump 1) and discovered

new passages and reached the depth of -1680 m. 
2004 July: Cavex team continued the explorations in the new passage until they encountered a new sump at

-1775 m.
2004 August: UkrSA team discovered a side passage at -1680 metres that led to another sump at -1840 m.

2004 October: UkrSA team continued the explorations down to -2080 metres. For the first time in the history
of speleology this team crossed -2000 metre limit.
2005 July: Cavex team dived the sump at the depth of -1980 m and explored 160 metres down past the

sump. This led to a depth of -2140 metres. During this exploration were passed 3 sumps below -2000 m.
2007 September: A member of UkrSA Genadiy Samokhin dived 45,5 metres into the �Two Captains� sump

and reached -2191m., which is the deepest place in the cave penetrated by human.
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The team

The team was formed from 17 cavers from 5 countries. 8 cavers represented Lithuania, 2 from France, 2
from Spain, 4 from Ireland, 1 from Serbia. The list of the cavers is attached to this report (Anex 1). The
team consisted from 12 men and 5 women. The youngest participant was 27, the eldest was 46.

Fig. 3. Photo of the team

Before the expedition the participants were divided into four international working groups according to tasks

(also experience and physical condition of the team). The groups were responsible for different activities: 
· supporting and transporting (in and out) of the equipment; 

· collecting the data from installed loggers at the Big Junction -1810m.
· exploring the Spanish branch at the depth of -1340m. 
· collecting the data from installed loggers at the sumps Kvitochka -1980m and Two Captains -2140m.

· helping to transport equipment from the cave to the surface.
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The descript ion of  the expedit ion �s act ivit ies

The main objectives of the expedition �2010 in 2010� were 

· to measure the fluctuations of water level in the cave and thus enhance the safety of future
expeditions and understand the nature of the cave:
a) to collect data from installed digital water level loggers, 

b) to install pressure and rain loggers - new 2 devices,
· to explore new parts of the cave;

· to replace worn out equipment (ropes, rock anchors) in the cave;
· to take some specimens of the cave insects for identification & habitat study;

· to take photographs and video footage of exploration.
· to test new caving and tourist equipment (Petzl helmets and lighting, Scurion lightning, Aventure

Verticale bags, Beal rope, Optimus Nova stoves, Canon PowerShot D10)

· to test Prolifoss substance to clean cave from human excrements.

The introduction for the expedition started in the end of 2008. The Lithuanian team intensively trained with
the aim to prepare themselves to dive through all 3 sumps (also sump �Kvitochka� in the depth -1980m.) in
the cave.

On September 2008 4 members of the Aenigma caving club returned from the acquaintance expedition to

Krubera-Voronya cave organised by Ukrainian Speleological Association. During that expedition the descents
were made to the deph of -1810m (the Big Junction) and -1710m (the Soviet Speleologist Hall). The two

pairs of data loggers were installed there. The team also climbed-up and explored a 20 metres pit in the
Spanish branch at the depth of -1340m. One of the aims of the team in 2008 expedition was to collect as
much as  possible  information about  the situation  in Abkhazia (Georgia),  especially  about  logistical  and

organizational issues for preparation of the next yea�sr expedition.

A dedicated website www.gilyn.lt for the mentioned project was opened.

In 2009 the expedition �Towards the Centre of the Earth� followed that united 20 experienced cavers from 5

different  countries. During this expedition the international  team descended to bottom of  the cave and
installed more digital water level loggers in the depth of 1810m, 1980m and 2140m; collected the data from

earlier installed devices, explored up to 130m of new passages in the Spanish branch.  

On January 2010 a group of Lithuanian cavers (www.speleo.lt) and divers (www.cavediving.lt) took part in
the  preparatory  expedition  to  the  Caucasus  cave-spring  Mchishta  (Bzyb  massif,  Abkhazia).  Another
preparatory cave diving was accomplished on May 2010 in Hungary in Molnar Janos cave and Kobanya mine.

The intensive period of the preparation for the expedition �2010 in 2010� was started from April 2010. In the

first stage calendar was approved, human recourses and preliminary budget were calculated, the draft of the
ascending/descending graph (Annex 2) was approved. 

The  expedition  started  on  the  2nd of  August  2010.  The  transportation  of  equipment  was  done  by  4
Lithuanians by minibus VW LT35. Driving team passed 3000 km through 70 hours. More then 1000 kg

(approx. 50 transport bags equivalents) of gear (ropes, food, diving and climbing gear, camping equipment
etc.) were transported. Last participants of the international team met on the 5th of August in Adler, Russia

and crossed the Russian/Abkhazian border fluently. A one night was spent in Tsandripsh - the small town in
Abkhazia near the border with Russia. The transportation from the Tsandripsh seaside to the camp at the
height of 2500m above sea level was started on the 6th of August. The gear and people transportation to the

mountains was accomplished by 2 old Russian army trucks GAZ-66. The transportation took 6 hours. 
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The base camp was built 50 metres higher from the entrance of the cave, in a new unused for camping

place, together with Ukrainian cavers. The Ukrainian team had the purpose to explore Nekuibyshevskaya
branch of the cave Krubera-Voronya that is -1697m deep at the moment. 

Qechua T6.2 XL air tent was used as main (meeting and eating) tent on the surface. The food preparation

was organized by using gas. The water was prepared by bringing and melting the snow.  Sanosil
®

 (2-phase
H2O2 and Ag+ based) was used for disinfection of drinkable water. The generator was used for electricity

production. Garbage was fractionated in 3 different volumes ant  was utilized properly: organic was left,
plastic and metal  transported back  down to the containers in Tsandripsh and the used batteries  were

transported back to Vilnius.

Toilet was prepared for ladies and for gentlemen separately.  Prolifoss
® 

(based on the specific properties of
enzymes and bacteria and completely decompose all animal and vegetable fats, carbohydrates and proteins
- with no additional chemicals, without any harm to the environment, and with no danger to humans or
animals) was used for toilet on surface and in the cave also.

WASCHCREME, INTENSIVE CLEAN, KLAR from AlmaWin
®

 (environmentally friendly organic products) was

used for washing and cleaning on the surface.

The communication with the cave was organized by using single wire field communication cable. The cable
connected all surface camps and both main branches of Krubera-Voronya cave.

The requirements of safe and secure caving were kept in the expedition: no caving alone, no alcohol using,
registration of the team moving, registration of telephone calls, rescue equipment fund, control of personal

and  common equipment, medicine kit.

Before the main descent all cavers had different acclimatization descents to the cave � down to -250, -700m,
-1400m. The main descending started on the 12th of August. All together we had up to 50 transport bags (2-
3 bags per each). The (diving) team from 4 Lithuanians reached the Two Captains -2140m on the 18 th of

August. The last persons left the cave on August 26. The whole work process in the cave lasted 20 days
(480 hours). The longest stay in cave was 322 hours. Most of the activities in cave were carried out more or

less according to the plan. 4 persons had reached Two Captains -2140m, 9 persons - Game Over -2080m.
Overall  13 persons have reached the depth of  more than 2 km in the cave. Lithuanian Saul  Pankien� �

became the first woman in the World who has dived the sump Kvitocka and reached the sump Two Captains
-2140m.!

The first 500m of the cave are not very complicated. They consist of 3-4 deep pitches and relatively short
meanders. After -500 starts a meander Sinusoida that is quite narrow when carrying 2 bags. Between 700

and 1100m a long and strong waterfall with a couple of very narrow meanders started. Under 1215 the one
of the narrowest part of the pitches is located. The camp at -1410 is one of the most comfortable. Right
after it the S1 sump follows and it is just about 3 m long and half a meter deep. We used free diving to pass

it. 

From 1640 till 1700 there is the narrowest part of the cave �Way to the dream�, a couple of pitches and the
�Yellow Tube�, that is a 60m crawling. The air ventilation at Yellow Tube is very low: crossing it with two or

three bags is technically difficult. At the bottom part of the cave there were plenty of  potential flooding
places. One of these places was the bottom part after Kvitochka sump (from -2140m till -1980m) where
water level potentially can rise up to 200 metres according to the data of the expeditions. Our aim was to

measure if the predictions are correct by installing digital data loggers.
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The flooding is the greatest  danger in Krubera-Voronya cave. To minimize the potential danger we used

telephone connection with the surface. Each day we got a weather forecast from the surface. Thanks to the
God we had a very good weather during our expedition and the flooding (it happened twice during our

descent) hasn't influence the expedition activities. The bottom - Two Captains sump (-2140m) of the cave
was reached on the 18th of August. During descent to the bottom all data was collected from installed data
loggers. The loggers have measured water level, air, pressure and temperature at the bottom part of the

cave during one year period. The density of measurement procedure was 4 times per hour (each 15 min).
The ascending back lasted different times for different groups. 

Experience

During expedition there were a few situations that gave useful experience for the future expeditions. 

Only a few persons of the team during all expedition got a light digestion infection and confirmed golden
rule: water for drink and food should be boiled or disinfected.

We had a communication breakdown. The cable was broken in the sump S1and was restored after two days.
Telephone station was not functioning and it was replaced with a new one. 

The newly installed rope was wearing out  too fast. It  looked like somebody has not  controlled his own

ascending/descending devices. It is necessary to have 2 full sets of ascending/descending devices and to
check them periodically. A new oversuit and news boots are also necessary.

Oxygen is limited in the after sump part of the cave. There is a danger of intoxication and fire burning is
poor too (the stoves were malfunctioning, the lighters didn�t work). 

Reached results

During expedition the international team has reached such results:
� Collected the data from installed digital water level loggers measuring the fluctuations of water level

in the cave from the  depth of  1810m, 1980m and 2140m., installed rain (on the surface)  and
pressure (-56m) loggers; 

� Finished to explore the Spanish branch -1340m; 
� Some part of the equipment in the cave (ropes, rock anchors, carabiners) was renewed;

� New caving equipment was tested;
� The ecological substance was started to test;
� At the depth of -1350 m the 5 cm long centipede was found.

Results of the analysis of  water level  data

The main purpose of  water level monitoring in the cave Krubera-Voronya is to analyze the hydrological

processes, establish the most dangerous flooding places in the cave and predict the most probable flooding
periods during caving season. After several years of systematic measurements due to the collected

information we plan to rise the security level of carried out expeditions and also strengthen the expedition
planning capabilities. Collected data also would let us to predict the influence of surface meteorological

conditions to the hydrological conditions in the cave and effectively manage the location of working groups
in the cave.
For water level monitoring purposes in Krubera-Voronya cave we used Solinst digital logging equipment.

Solinst Levelloger M100 can measure up to 40 000 measurements for pressure & temperature. The
maximum water level for M100 is 100m. The accuracy of the water level is ±5 cm (with Barologer
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compensation � ±1 mm). 

Temperature accuracy ± 0.05°C. 
Solinst Levellogger weights only 179 gr. Its battery life is up to 10 years. The measured temperature range is

from -10 to +40°C. The frequency of measurement could be from 0,5s to 99h. The time accuracy is ±1
min/year.

The method

Two digital loggers were installed in one monitoring place (Levellogger � for water level measurement and
Barologger � for atmospheric pressure measurement that is used for compensation purposes to eliminate

influence of atmospheric pressure fluctuations to water level results). The measurements were carried out
each 15 minutes. The measurements started on the 1st of September 2009 and finished on the 17th of
August 2010 (up to 33 000 measurements were carried out during this period). 

As was already mentioned three pairs of digital data loggers were installed in the Krubera-Voronya cave on

August 2009. Equipment was installed in the Big Junction (depth 1810m), in the sump Kvitochka (depth
1950m), in the sump Two Captains (depth 2140m). Barologgers were installed up to 50 metres higher then
Levellogers (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The places of installat ion of digital logging equipment.

During analysis of gathered data was found out: 

Flooding:
- Big Junction floods to 11.5m
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Year 2010:

     barologger;

     levellogger



- Kvitochka floods to 72m

- Dva Kapitana floods to 228,70m (04-06-2010, 23:15)
- Dva Kapitana regularly floods by up to 100m throughout year.

Average Temperatures:
- Entrance (-56m) = 2.0-2.1°C air
- Big Junction = 6.2°C air

- Kvitochka = 6.9°C air
- Dva Kapitana = 7.2°C air

- Water temperatures typically 0.1° higher than air (except Dva Kapitana which is 0.6° higher)
- Air temperature drops by up to half a degree during flooding periods.

The main flooding period in the cave during measurement period was from the middle of May until the
beginning of July. 

Fig. 5. Water level f luctuations in the sump Two Captains (-2140m)
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Fig. 6. Photo of  the cent ipede found on the depth of  1350 m
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Communication

The special  dedicated expedition web site  www.gilyn.lt was published on the web. The webpage was

supported in two languages:  English and Lithuanian. The web page was  useful  to provide information
before, during and after expedition and also for promoting the sponsors.

The hot news also were published on the official web site of  Lithuanian cavers:  www.speleo.lt that is

supported in Lithuanian, Russian and English languages.

For  expedition  purposes  the  special  mailing  list  (voronya-expedition@speleo.lt)  for  participants  was

prepared. 

The information about expedition was published on newspapers, news web portals, TV, radio etc. 

The  team  members  represented  the  results  of  expedition  in  the  number  of  presentation  sessions  in

Lithuania, Spain and Ireland.

The  communication  language  for  organization  of  expedition  was  English.  During  the  expedition  for

communication purposes four languages were used: English, Russian, Spanish and Lithuanian.

Financial budget

Financial  budget  for  �Expedit ion  to the deepest  cave in  the world  Kruber  -  Voronja�   ESP
2010-12  in Euros

Founding received

Receipts Expenditures

Participant�s registration (400 Euros / person, 9 persons) 1 3600

Participant�s registration (290 Euros / person, 6 persons) 2 1740

Participant�s registration (230 Euros / person, 2 persons) 3 460

Founding Aenigma club 390

Food 1420,19

Caving equipment: transport bags 840,86

Caving equipment: hydro bags 115,8

Caving equipment: mats for bivouacs and packing 266,26

Caving equipment: anchors and drills for climbing 229,84

Caving equipment: fuel for stoves 69,57

Gas for cooking, fuel for generator, batteries 117,63

Expenses for camping needs (cooking, hygiene, repairing equipment

and other daily living needs) 268,74

Medicines 23,17

Transportation to the camp & back 1517,16

Transportation within Abkhazia 39,16

The cost of living in Abkhazia (accommodation in Tsandripsh, dinner,
car parking fee) 380,77

1  400 euros was standard participants fee.
2  290 euros was reduced fee for some persons who were seriously involved in the organization of the expedition and

contributed a lot of their personal time and efforts. 
3  230 euros was reduced fee for person, who took part in the expedition like support person on the surface (took care

about communication and so on).
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Abkhazian visas 268,06

Organizational expenses (bank fees, postal fees, communication) 182,17

Expenses of transporting of the expedition gear by car (car

preparation and repairs) 525

The expedition representation expenses (T-shirts, presents to key

persons etc.) 496,82

6190 6761,2

Founding to be received

Founding FSE internat ional camp 2010 570,00

570,00 0,0

Enterprises / individual  involvements

Participant fees (Russia & Belarus visas, insurance) 1260,29 1260,29

Founding SUI (water logging equipment) 1300 1300

Founding Scurion via FSE (cave light) 491 491

Founding Beal via FSE (rope) 500 500

Founding Aventure Verticale via FSE (caving gear) 500 500

Founding Gandrs (Petzl caving gear) 1560 1560

Founding Gandrs (Optimus stoves) 343 343

Founding Expedition.lt (caving gear, camp equipment) 324 324

Founding Vilnius Heart Surgery Center (medicine) 214 214

6492,29 6492,29

Receipts Expenditures

FINAL RESULT, EUR 13252,29 13253,49

Fig. 7. Distr ibution of expedit ion expenses.
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Fig. 8. Distr ibution of income

Comments to the budget

Thanks to personal involvement, the founding demands were successful. We also obtained some financial
contribution from different level of caving institutions, from local to European level. Additionally, we obtained
gear endowments (ropes from Beal, transport bags from Aventure Verticale, cave light from Scurion, caving

and diving gear from gear selling companies Gandrs, water level logging equipment from Speleological Union
of Ireland, medicine from Vilnius Heart Surgery center etc.). Part of them is difficult to evaluate because

some of the gear was just lent for the expedition period and had to be returned afterwards. 

Because it wasn�t the first expedition of this complexity (and to this cave also) for the organizers, the budget
was planned quite well. And since there were no unexpected expenses (no accidents, gear loss etc), the real
budget  corresponded to the plan.  However  to finally  carry out  the obligations  we  need to obtain  the

promised grant from FSE.
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Annex 1 The list of �Expedition to the deepest cave in the world Krubera � Voronya� participants
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Annex 2  Aproved ascending/descending graph
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